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REVIEW OF MESON SPECTROSCOPY v '

R.L. Eisner

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

I. INTRODUCTION

In the short time I have here today I will try to present a gen-
eral review and point out some of the problems in meson spectroscopy.
In Fig. 1 is summarized what is essentially our present knowledge of the
status of bump-hunting. Here, at the intersection of the grid of well-
known nonets are indicated the resonances (or enhancements) which are
reasonably well established with the given two-particle decay.
Except for a few missing states (e.g. D meson) most all known resonances
are found with at least one of the possible listed decay modes. The
symbol N at an intersection spot means that nothing of significance has
been observed with the designated decay. The enhancements which
will be discussed in this review are underlined in the figure. We will
primarily be concerned with in:

Sect. II: Low-Mass Enhancements — Q, A,, etc.
Sect. Ill: The 1.0-GeV Region of Nonstrange Bosons
Sect. IV: pp Cousins: D, E, F
Sect. V: High-Mass K 's
Sect. VI: Summary of Recent Diverse Results
Sect. VII: Summary and Conclusions.

II. LOW-MASS ENHANCEMENTS: MORE THAN POMERON BUT LESS THAN RESONANCE

We begin our review in an area in which much experimental work
has been performed. A large amount of information on the production
and decay properties of the Q and A,, the broad low-mass enhancements
(LME) observed in reactions such as

i r p •*• A - p ; A - •*• TTTTTT

K p •*• Q p ; Q -»• KTTTT

have been recently published.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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A. Production Mechanism

1. Comparison with Elastic Scattering

Let us first recall the results on elastic scattering of par-
ticle-antiparticle pairs. The total amplitude for reactions of the
type

+ P ~* + P

can be schematically written in terms of t-channel exchange amplitudes
of definite C-parity corresponding to the following exchange picture:

X±

Exchange

The amplitudes of the so-called line reversed reactions are easily shown
to be:

Partlclei A+ - V f i ' Ac-i
Antiparticle: A~ - A,, . t + A_ ,
— — — ^ — — — (,"+1 C™—1

so that the difference between the X—p reactions can, in this simple
picture, only result from the interference between C=+l and O=-l ex-
change amplitudes. The Pomeron exchange ( P) is the dominant contrib
utor to C=+l exchange.

A comparison of particle-antiparticle differential cross-sec-
tions is shown in Fig. 2; the data is that of Ambats, et^al., ' at
6.0 GeV/c as obtained in the Argonne Missing-Mass Spectrometer. The
cross-over of the X±p do/dt is evident with the slope, b, of the re-
spective differantial cross-sections showing:

(a) bOTp) > b(*+p)

(b) b(K~p) > b(K+p)
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Such a behavior is representative of elastic scattering data and is an
indication for exchanges other than that of the P in the reactions.

2• Diffractive States

a' A,, etc.: The production of diffractively produced (itnir)—
was investigated by the ABBCH collaboration at 16 GeV/c'2) As shown in
Fig. 3, it is found that for all regions of {3n)i in the pion dissocia-
tion region, a cross-over is observed in the respective do/dt distribu-
tions and as in elastic scattering: b(n") > b(u+). Therefore, the (3T?)
system is likewise produced by exchanges in addition to that of the P.

b. Q Region: Before exploring the KITH production data, let us
write the amplitude for production of the Q system in all its possible
non-charge-exchange channels:

1=1 1=0

K~p •* Q~p: p + A, + u> + P + f°

K+P * Q"V P ~ A2 + w - P - f°

K+n •* Q+n: ~p + A2 + w - P - f ° - K°n •* Q°p

K~n -•• Q~n-# -p - A-j + u + P + t° = K°n * Q°p

where the particle symbols stand for the exchanged t-channel amplitudes
with the given particle quantum numbers. (We have only written the pos-
sible natural-parity exchanged objects; a similar set of unnatural-parity
exchange amplitudes can be written.] Note that, as above, particle-anti-
particle differences result from O + l , O-l interference while differences
in reactions in which only the baryon vertex changes [i.e. p -* n] are
caused by interference between 1*1 and 1*0 exchange amplitudes.

There_have been three experiments which have made a detailed com-
parison of Q-Q production:

(1) A SLAC group1 ' have studied Q production in K°p and K°p in-
teractions from 4 to 12 GeV/c. The beauty of the experiment is that the
normalization problems inherent in comparisons of this type are not pres-
ent since one uses a K° beam which is an equal mixture of K° and K°
states. The results are shown in Fig. 4 in which the differences in tKe
slopes of the particle-antiparticle do/dt are evident. As in R^p elas-
tic scattering there is a crossover of the Q(Q) differential cross sec-
tion.
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(4) +
(2) Barioutaud, e± al̂ ., have made a comparison of Q-p pro-

duction at 14.3 GeV/c. The ABCDLMV collaboration^' have made a com-
parison of Qip production at 8.0 GeV/c. Both groups find evidence for

(a) Cross-over of the Q- da/dt

(b) b(Q~p) > b(Q+p)

In Fig. 5a, these later results are compared with the corresponding
data on KiP •* K±p for p L A B < 16.0 GeV/c,<

6> from which the following
are obtained:

(a) b « f ) > b(Q +), like b(K") > b(K+)

(b) bCQip) > b(RT>)

The difference in Q(Q) production signals C=-l exchanges in addition tc
the P.

A further qualitative comparison is shown in Fig. 5b in which
the slope of the Q produced in the reactions

K*p - QV 7 )

and K°p -> Q°p ( 3 ) (or K+n - Q +n ( 8 ))

are compared as a function of PIAR- The shrinkage of dc/dt with energy
observed in the K"1" •*• Q + is apparently not observed in the K° reaction.
From our simple table above, we see that such a difference can only be
due to 1=1,1=0 interference. Hence, we should expect some Q production
in the charge-exchange reactions K~p -> Q n or lC*"n •+ Q°p [see below]
which proceed through I s! exchange.

B. Nature of the Enhancements

1. A.: The A., as well as the rest of the (3*)" states produced
in the reaction "~p •+ Ti~n+ii~p between 5 and 25 GeV/c has been investi-
gated through the partial-wave analysis [PWA] technique of Ascoli, e_t
«*1,»» Recently, new results based on PWA were presented by Antipov,
££ aj_., (1°) on data of the CERN-IHEP collaboration with incident u~
momentum of 25 and 40 GeV/c. The results, in agreement with those at
lower energies, are that:
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Tn the A. region [Fig. 6-top] the dominant partial wave is
the 1+S(>pn) which peaks at ^ 1.2 CeV. However, whereas this partial
wave exhibits a strong intensity, its interference with the other back-
ground partial waves [Fig. 6] reveals no evidence for the variation in
phase expected from a Breit-Wigner resonance. Hence, the resonance
character of the A. has now been severely strained. Just to show that
PWA can pull out bona fide Breit-Wigner-type resonances the results for
the A» region are presented in Fig. 6-bottom. A large bump in the
2+D(-*-pfl) intensity is observed and the interference phase between the
2+ amplitude and the background waves does, in fact, exhibit [solid
curve in Fig. 6] the variation expected from a Breit-Wigner resonance.

An additional investigation of the low-mass 3w system has been
recently reported, this on the reaction TT p •*• IT IT -rr~p [-x-25,000 events]
by Thompson, e_£ al^. [Purdue] at 13.0 GeV/c.^1' The analysis uses the
me Ascoli, e£ al.,*^) PWA program. The results on the intensitysame Ascoli, e£ â l.,*̂ ) PWA program. The results on the intensity

distribution of the partial waves in the (3ir)+ system (error bars) are
shown in Fig. 7. For comparison, the authors have indicated by a solid
line in the figure the corresponding results on the (3TT) system as ob-
tained by Ascoli, et^ Sk- We observe the striking similarity of the
partial wave consent of the two systems. The phase difference between
the 1 S(prr) = A^ and the background 0~S partial wave is shown in Fig. 8.
An unexplained sharp variation of the phase [AS ^ 50] at M(3n) ^1.2
GeV is found; such a result was not found in the ir~p analysis. However,
presumably because of the saturation of positivity bounds, the errors
[sea Fig. 8] are in some cases apparently underestimated. 1 would,
therefore, treat any interpretation of this strong phase variation with
extreme caution.

2. Q Region

The Q region has been extensively studied, though not with the
statistics which presently make up the A. data sample. As such, the
status of the Q is even mare uncertain than is that of the A.. SU(3)
and the quark model have an interest in the Q region: a brother of the
Aj [J1*̂  = I"*"*"] and the B meson [JPC = I"*""] are both expected to be
present somewhere in the Q region [i.e. M(KIMT) < 1.5 GeV].

The present experimental evidence argues against a simple single
[Breit-Wigner-type] resonance in the Q region. [This is not to say that
the data are in agreement with a multi-resonance hypothesis.] Let us
summarize:

Arguments Against a Single Resonance in Q Region:

'12)
(1) A compilation of the data" on the rcactlo
menta between 7.3 and 13.0 GeV/c reveals a non-Breit-Wigner shape of
(1) A compilation of the data* on the reaction K p -» (Knit) y for mo-
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the Q enhancement. As shown in Fig. 9, a sharp rise near threshold and
a rapid drop at M(KTTTT) ^1.28 GeV are observed.

(2) The slope of do/dt rapidly varies across theJpnr mass in the Q
region for Q produced in the reactions K+p •*• Q p^7' [Fig. 10-up] and
K°p •»• Q°p(3> [Fig. 4].

(3) Assuming a 1 + hypothesis, Bingham, e± al., have fitted the
Dalitz plot in the reaction K+p -»• K ir ir~p as a function of Kuir effect-
ive mass with a matrix element consisting of interfering p and K
amplitudes. The results shown in the lower portion of Fig. 10 for a,
the ratio of the Kp to K it, indicate a large contribution from Kp at
low M(KITTT) [£ 1.30 GeV] for all the data studied [i.e. 2.5 <_ p L A B <.
12.7 GeV]. This ratio is found to decrease rapidly with increasing
KTTTT mass. Such an effect is not consistent with a single resonance
interpretation.

On the other hand, there is very little evidence for two distinct
resonances (i.e. KA and Kg). In fact, let us suppose that a bona fide
% was present in the Q enhancement. From generalized C-parity argu-
ments and from the fact that P is an SU(3) singlet, we would expect
the gKKnP = 0 so that Kp -E-h- KBp. This would lead to the expectation
that

(a) The portion of the Q peak corresponding to the IC [only Regge
exchange] would decrease faster with energy than that of the KA [which
could couple to P]. This would lead Eo a distinct difference in the
energy dependence of the mass spectra. However, as shown^7^ in Fig. 11
[top], there is no significant difference between the energy dependence
of any of the mass segments of the Q. All portions are observed to fall
with n ~ 0.6 [using o ^ p ~ n ] . Such a behavior also argues against any
significant difference in the structure of the Q at different incident
momenta.

(b) The K_ should not be strongly produced in the reaction K d +
Q+d. As such, a difference between the Q structure in the reactions
K*p + Q p and K+d •*• Q+d might result. The comparison of these two mass
spectra by Firestone, et a l . , ^ [at 12 GeV/c, see Fig. 11-bottomJ re-
veals, apart from the influence of deuterium effects, no significant
changes in the shape of the KTTIT low-mass enhancement.

However, remarks (a) and (b) above are tempered by some
theoretical possibilities regarding the I"*"*" and 1 nonets. In par-
ticular, as shown by Kane,' ' it is possible [theoretical] that the
nonet states |KA> and |KB> mix to produce the physically observed
|QA> and |QB> states; viz.
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|QA> = |KA> COS<J> + |KB> sin*

|QB> = - |KA> siinf. + 1 ^

With such mixing, any statement regarding couplings of |QA> and |Qfi> to
P would depend critically on the mixing angle, <j>. If, for example,
<j> « 45°, no simple statement such as points (a) and (b) above could be
made.

C. The A,, Region

Proceeding with our study of LME, we come to the A_ which is
the generic name of the frc effect observed in reactions of the type
ir—p •> (innr>—p. There are two, seemingly contradictory, experimental
observations regarding the resonance nature of this effect:

(1) Antipov, et al., °' (ir~p at 25 and 40 GeV/c) have dealt the
A~ the same fate as the A... The PWA applied on the CERN-IHEP data
yields the large 2~S(frc) intensity distribution shown in Fig. 12. This
is the A- enhancement, whose relative phase variation [see Fig. 12]
with respect to the background partial waves does not exhibit the be-
havior expected from a Breit-Wigner resonance.

(2) Thompson, £t jil., ' [ir+p at 13 GeV/c; 40,000 events] have
analyzed the A* region and find [Fig. 13] that the intensity distri-
bution [error bars] of the (3n)+ system is very similar to that
of the (3n)~ (solid curve) partial-wave content of Ascoli, et al.
However, they find [Fig. 14] a phase variation of the 2~S(fTr) (= A»)
with respect to the 1 P(EIT) background wave which is consistent with
a change of 90° across one full T of the A~: this, as expected, for
a Breit-Wigner resonance. It must be remarked, however, that the phase
variation of the 2~S(fn) with background waves such as O~S(eir) and
1 S(pir) does not seem to show such a variation.

D. The Rest of LME (for now?)

We list, for completeness, other LME which have so far been
observed [Fig. 15]:

Kp •+ Lp ( 1 6 i; L •* K(1420)* [to be discussed below]
(17>Kp - ( ) p

Kp • (K<}>)p(17)
Kp - (̂ )
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E. Additional Complications to the Resonance Interpretation of LME

1. Galtieri, et al., ' [12 GeV/c] have shown that to obtain a
LME in the reaction

Kp -*• (Xir)p

it is not necessary that X be in the resonance region [i.e. be a
K(890) or K(1420)]. This is seen in Fig. 16 where the XTT spectrum is
shown for different X selections. The Xn LME traveling peaks are
evident.

/I Q\

2. Cohen, et_ al., have compared the reactions

ir p -> (TT p )p

and IT n -*• (TT p~)p

at 7 GeV/c. With similar selections they observe LME in p°ir+ [Aj]
and in p~v~ [exotic]. These spectra are shown in Fig. 16 in which
the solid curves represent the predictions of a double Regge-pole
model [DRPM]. They argue that if one accepts the duality notion that
agreement with experiment and DRPM implies a resonant interpretation
for LME, one is forced to have an exotic p~ir~ resonance.

F. Search for Non-Diffractive A_, Q, etc.

Cjiven the problems discussed above, it appears best to search
for a 1 (A^) and the two K 's [i.e. K^ and Kg] in channels not dom-
inated by the seemingly nonresonant LME. If the broad structures cor-
responding to the Q, A-, A., etc., are indeed composed of resonant
states, then there is no reason for their not being produced in non-
diffractive channels. The following examples of searches for non-dif-
fractive states are not exhaustive.but serve to give some feeling as
to the present state of the art.

1. Reactions of the Type KN •*• A(3ir)

a. K~n -> AP°TT~ at 3.9 GeV/c*19*

The p it effective mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 17 in which
evidence for an h, effect and a narrow displaced A- were claimed.
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In an attempt to ascertain the significance of these effects, I have
refitted this mass spectrum with a matrix element consisting of an
S-wave Breit-Wigner for the A [M = 1,310 GeV; T = .110 GeV; i.e. the
nominal A parameters] multiplying simple phase space plus a phase
space background. The results are shown in Fig. 18. There is no sig-
nificant evidence for a non-standard A,, and the significance of the
A. is only two standard deviations; other forms of background reduce
the significance of the A.,-type effect.

b. K~n -• A(3ir)~ at 4.5 GeV/c

The (3n) effective mass spectrum of Ammann, et_ jil., reveals
no evidence for any low-mass structures [Fig. 17J.

c. K~p -+• A(3TT)° at 3.9 and 4.6 GeV/c(21)

The (3TT) spectrum in which at least one TTTT combination is in
the p band is shown in Fig. 17. No evidence for production of a
lew-mass state decaying into pit is found.

Conclusion for A final states; More data needed, but little
evidence for low-mass structure.

2. pp Production

+ (22) -
Figure 19 shows the (3ir)~ spectrum from the reaction pp •*•

(KiK^YVir 0) + (KiKjirVir'^ir0) + (K£ (K° ) TT V ^ T O at 5.5 GeV/c.
A narrow 3a enhancement in the A^ region is claimed. A Dalitz plot
analysis shows the enhancement to be mainly l+D(->- PIT) [see Fig. 19c].
Remember, the broad enhancement of Antipov, et^ ad. [Fig. 19], is con-
sistent with no l+D(->- pir).

Comment: The combination problems associated with pp final
states such as these renders the interpretation of the resultant mass
plots very difficult. Also, I see no reason why the 3ir mass spectrum
from the final states pp -*• (KK)(mn); m=3 were not included in the total
mass spectrum presented in Fig. 19.

3. Conclusion

I have not reviewed the effects claimed in multi-body final
states where the ambiguities and combinatorial problems can be very se-
vere and the identification of the A, enhancement problematic. As such,
I find very little evidence for the production of A. in non-diffractive
channels.
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4. Search for Non-Diffractive K. and K-

a. KN -»• (K*TT)°N'

(23)
Werner, et al., have made a compilation of all available

data on K*it states [̂  100 events/ub] produced in charge-exchange reac-
tions. The appropriate effective mass spectra are shown in Fig. 20.
Whereas some amount of a broad Q enhancement [e.g. cross-hatched area
in Fig. 20a] can be accommodated by the data there is no evidence,
apart from the K(1420), in the KTIIT I = 1/2 spectra for any narrow en-
hancements.

b. n~p -»• A(KTTIT)

Figure 21 shows the KTT and Kirtr effective mass spectra at 4.5
and 6.0 GeV/c incident TT~ momenta of Crennell, et a l . " ' In addition
to the K(1420) there is evidence at both momenta for production of a
narrow (̂  60 MeV wide) KTTTI state at a mass - 1300 MeV. The lower por-
tion of the figure shows the TTTI and Kir mass projections as a function
of KTTT: mass for the 4.5-GeV/c data. In the K(1300) region there is
evidence for a surplus of p~ events ("v 3a) with little evidence for an
accumulation of K (890) events above background. This leads the authors
to suggest that K(1300) decays dominantly into Kp.

c. In pp: The C Meson

(25)
Evidence has been presented by Astier, j£ al_., for produc-

tion of a Knir enhancement, deemed the C meson, at a mass of - 1250
MeV, produced in pp annihilations at rest. The KTTIT effective mass
spectrum is shown in Fig. 22 for all reactions in which the C meson is
claimed to be produced. A Zemach analysis gives J^(C)=1+ with,

M(C) = 1242 * ® MeV

T(C) = 127 ^ 5 MeV .

A large C -* Kp branching fraction is claimed.

Problems:

(1) S-wave capture is assumed and used to prove both the ex-
istence as well as the JP of the C. The new results(2*>) that the re-
action pp •* n°it° is observed at rest (not allowed by S-wave capture)
cast some doubt on this assumption.
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(2) The Kirn enhancements [Fig. 22] are all at the peak of the
phase space.

(3) As shown in Fig. 22, the C meson is not produced in pp
annihilations at 0.7<27> or 1.2(28) GeV/c.

5. Conclusions on Non-Diffractive Q Search

Where do we stand with non-diftractive Q production? I feel
that the data are not of such statistical quality that the statement can
be easily answered; however, one can make a decent hand-waving argument
for production of a JPC = I"1"4" nonet member [K^] with mass between 1.25
and 1.35 GeV. This follows if we accept and associate with the same
object:

(a) The K(1300) observed in u~p -*• AK(1300); large Kp decay mode.

(b) The C meson; large Kp decay mode.

(c) The lower portion of the diftractive Q [i.e. with M(KTTIT)
<_ 1.3 GeV which shows a Kp decay mode]. .

These observations tie together in that (a)-(c) all give an enhancement
with a dominant Kp decay mode. I deduce the enhancement to belong to
the C=+l nonet from the observation that the Kp content of the Q does
not change with energy [see Fig. 10] which implies dominant P coupling.
The outcome of all this is that there appears to be no strong evidence
for production of the Kg in all the data investigated.

III. 1.0-GEV REGION OF NON-STRANGE BOSONS

A. n'(958)

Primarily observed and mostly studied in the reaction K~p -»- An'.
Supposedly an 1=0 member of the 0" nonet; however, J** analyses of the
HTTTT and py decay Dalitz plots (production-independent) have not been
able to rule out conclusively the 2~ assignment. Experiments between
2.0 and 5.0 GeV/c, averaging over all production angles, have not ob-
served any deviation from isotropy in the production-dependent decay
angular distributions of the n'. This has been taken as strong evidence
for the 0 assignment for which no anisotropies should exist as opposed
to 2~, for which anisotropies could and most probably should exist.
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(29)
New results from a high statistics BNL-Michigan experiment

, at 2.18 GeV/c on the reaction K~p •> An1 present evidence for possible
anisotropies in the production-dependent decay angular distribution
of the n'.__They have followed the suggestion of Ogievetsky, Tybor, and
Zaslavsky ' and have investigated the decay angular distribution for
very peripherally produced n " s , a region in which for a J -2" assign-
ment the n' should show anisotropies [i-e» here, P-, H0.0], The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 23. For cosG > 0.98, the polar to equatorial
ratio [P/E in Fig. 23] deviates by about 2.5a from unity for the com-
bined py and 7nrn samples.

Conclusion: Large sample of very peripheral n"s will solve
this problem, but as for now: Jp(n') = 0~ with 2~ not ruled out.

B. S Effect

1. TTTT Phase Shifts

Two recent experiments [ProtQDopescu, e£ al_. : IT p -»•
TTV'A'1"1" at 7.1 GeV/c; Hyams, et. a^. ° 2 ) : ir"p •* TT"TT+ n at 17.2 GeV/c]
have had large statistics and good resolution to investigate 7rir scat-
tering above the p region. Their mass spectra and appropriate moments
as measured in the Gottfried-Jackson frame, for the tr-exchange domin-
ated peripheral production region, are shown in Fig. 24. The following
features are observed:

(a) NY° = mass plot = 0.910-0.950 GeV, a shoulder
° = 0.950-0.980 GeV, a sharp drop

> 0.980 GeV, flat

(b) NY1 0.980-0.990 GeV, rapid drop

(c) NY no structure at 0.980 GeV
o

(d) Other Y^fL > 2] no narrow structure at 0.980 GeV

The moments observed above imply the dominance of S and P waves
where, simply:

(a) NY° * |S|2+ |P|2

(b) NY1 ^ S-P
o

(c) NY2 -x- |P|2

It is then clear that a rapid decrease in the S-wavc from 0.900 to 0.980
GeV can explain the activity in the moments.
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Detailed NIT phase shifts as performed by the two groups lead
to the following main results:

(a) 6° [1=0, S-wave vv phase shift] as shown in Fig. 25
rapidly increases from -v 90° at 900 MeV to * 180° at 980 MeV.

(b) n° [1=0, S-wave TTTT inelasticity] decreases at KK threshold
[Fig. 25] implying TTTT -+ KK is extremely strong.

(c) Analysis gives S resonance coupled to irir and KK.

(d) Need for 6° = 90° at 900 MeV rules out narrow e° TTTT phase
shift solution [continuxty arguments].

(e) Solution requires rapid rise in the KK mass spectrum at
threshold. This phenomenon has been observed in among other experi-
ments in the reaction ir~p -»• K+ITn at 5.5 GeV/c^33^ and 9.8 GeV/c^34^
[Fig. 26].

2. S Effect [Direct Evidence]

(32)
In a very different region than that of Hyams, jet aJL., and

Protopopescu, et_ a^., (3^ Binnie, e£ aJL., ̂3 ' have investigated the .
reaction ir~p -*• n + X° at threshold. The TT~IT+ and ir°7ro effective mass
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 27, presents direct evidence for S* produc-
tion. Its decay into TT°TT0 establishes 1=0 for the enhancement.
In the TTOT7° effective mass spectrum we observe essentially "half a
Breit-Wigner" and then a sharp drop at 989.2 + 1.5 MeV [1.5 + 1.5 MeV
above K+K~ threshold], the latter effect presumably associated with the
S -> KK decay mode. The rise in both the TT°ITO and TT ir~ mass spectra
before the KK threshold implies, unlike the reactions discussed above,
that there is small interference between the S and the S-wave back-
ground [i.e. the c° production is much smaller, which results in an ef-

4 = 0.900 GeV].

3. Evidence for the Existence of the 6(980)

The 6(980) was originally observed as a narrow state in the re-
action TT~P -> p + MM [CERN MMS^36'] but has not been observed in this
channel with any statistical significance by any other experiment.^3

There have beon claims for an effect in the same mass region in other
reactions with the mode 6 -• IT n favored. We review these experiments.
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Observatlons of the 6(980) [or ^(980)]:

a. Clean Direct Observations [K~-nucleon interactions: see
Fig. 28].

Reaction

Summary of KN Sighting of & (Published]

# of 6-*tn above BKG;
Observations

4o s 25 events; nice
nN peak

b. 5.5 980+10 80+30 20 events; r\ not bad

c. 4.5 980+10 60+30 15-20 events; possible
problems with n« {see
Crennell, e£ al.

Total if of 6 = 60 events

Problem: Clearly more data are needed and the mode 6
TT+IT'ITO] needs to be verified.

f42)
d. DeFoix, jet̂  al̂ ., ' have searched for evidence for the decay D -* 6rt
in the reaction pp •* 3ir+ 3n~ir° at 700 MeV/c. Previously such 6 searches
could be categorized as dirty since the problem of u> -»• n+ii~iio reflec-
tions was particularly nasty. The authors proposed a nice method to
show the chain

D •*• 6 I T ; 6 -»• n ^ ; n -»if IT IT ;

after removal of n1 and most u events a grid of (5TT) VS. (4TT)— is made
and the TI+TI~TT° mass spectra plotted for appropriate mass-elements of
th& grid. The results are shown in Fig. 28 [bottom-right].
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In grid k there Is a significant 5a n signal above background.
This corresponds to

1.255 <. n+ir"iioiT'fn" <_ 1.315 GeV: D Region

0.94 <_ it n"*ir u-- <_ 1.0 GeV: 6 Region

which strongly suggests the D-6-n chain as shown above. We return to
this point in our discussion of the D meson, below.

Summary: The existence of the 6 meson with decay mode into irn
looks fairly good. One would really like to have more examples in
the cleaner places.

(43)Reported by Aguilar-Benitez, e£ al^., from a study of the
reaction K~p -* K~pir+7r~Y at 3.9 and 4.6 GeV/c.

Problem: 5a enhancement [Fig. 29a] in IT it y effective mass
spectrum is consistent in mass and width with n'(958) parameters, but
IT+TT~ effective mass spectrum [Fig. 29b] does not show the expected p°
signal which should be present since

T) ' -»• TT Tt

Easy solution: Look in other reactions like trp •*• 7rp(iriiY) and
np •* np(irirn), and Kp •*• Kp(iniY) and Kp •* Kp(inTn) to see if M(953) is
produced.

5. M(940), M(963), M(1033)

All observed in the reaction J p + M n at 2.4 GeV/c by Cheshire,
et^ al̂ . (**' Before any selections the M° spectrum, from neutrons coming
out at : 0° to the incident beam, shows no significant structure [Fig.
30a) so there is:

a. Little Problem: Enhancements at 940 MeV and at 960 MeV
[Fig. 30] are produced by apparatus-dictated cuts on the laboratory
angular distribution of two outgoing charged tracks with respect to the
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incident beam direction [9^ 82 selections in Fig. 303. The physics
motivation behind such cuts is not clear.

(45)
b. Bigger Problem: Binnie, e£ al., investigating the re-

action ir~p •* >Tn at threshold find an effective mass spectrum [Fig.
30e] with no evidence for any of the states claimed by Cheshire, e£
al.fa*) xhis is true even when they approximated the same angular se-
lections.

c. Biggest Problem; Binnie, et_ al., have investigated
the reaction n~p •*• M°n at 2.0 GeV/c [very close to Cheshire, et al. ]
with twenty times the sensitivity of Cheshire, et_ al. Their mass spec-
tra, corresponding to the selections which produced Fig. 30b (c), are
shown in Fig. 31a (c). Clearly no significant narrow mass enhancement
is observed at 940 or 963 MeV. Also, no enhancement is observed [Fig.
31b] at 1033 MeV, even when cuts are made to simulate those of
Cheshire, et al.

dead.
Conclusion: M(940), M(963) and M(1033) are very sick if not

Best Bet on 1.0-GeV Region

(1) n'(958): J =«0~ but 2~ back in contention.

(2) S*:
1-0

p +
(3) 5(980): J = not established, most likely 0 [More data

1-1 needed!]

All other reported enhancements are either not verified or
are dead.

IV. pp PLAYMATES: D, E, Fĵ

The D, E and F. enhancements seem always to be reviewed together.
I expect this is because they have been predominantly studied in pp
interactions, from which most of their properties have been obtained.

A. The D Meson

1. KK7t Decay Mode: Very Strong Evidence

»S \OThe D meson was discovered in the reaction if p •*• (KKTT) n by D.H.
Miller, et^ _al_. , * ' [Fig- 32a]. The D meson was also observed in pp
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collisions at 1.2 GeV/c. The present results.. which include the old
data, have been reported by Goldberg, et al.,**8) and are shown in Fig.
32b, this for the reaction pp -• vPK^f^n'it . (The scatterplot of n+iriTo

vs. KKTT (not shown) reveals strong evidence for pp -»• D°u.) The shaded
area of Fig. 32b represents the KRrr spectrum after an a selection on the
corresponding n+ir~iro effective mr*ss spectra. A clear D signal is ob-
served.

2. nwn Decay Mode: Good Evidence

The search for this decay mode has been hampered by the combina-
torial problem inherent in multipion final states. The best experimental
evidence for D -*• nnir comes from the study of pp annihilations at 1.2
GeV/c.'* ' As discussed above, in the 6 section, a grid of (5ir)° vs.
(4ir)± was formed and the number of n° events in each grid segment pro-
jected onto the corresponding (5u)° and (4n)± axis. These projections
are shown in Fig. 32c and reveal ^ 3-43 evidence for D° •*• (6ir)i with
&± ' nn±.

3. Spin-Parity

With the assumption that Lp^ = 0, Goldberg, et_ al., find
[reaction pp -*• DOJ at 1.2 GeV/c] that JP~[D]!*1++ is strongly favored.

4. Other Observations

In the search that produced the negative results on the split-
ting of the A2, the Northeastern-Stony Brook people'*^' have presented
results on the neutral meson production in the reaction ir~p -»• Tr~pX° at
13.4 GeV/c. The setup of their system limits their observations to

0.10 i |tpp| < 0.42 GeV2

and 0.04 <_ |tinr[ < 1.8 GeV2.

They report, for two spectrometer settings, a narrow peak [M **» 1280
MeV, r <v 35 MeV] in the X° spectrum which they associate with the D
meson [Fig. 33]. This represents the first observation of the D meson
in such a channel. The surprising result is that, aside from the ob-
servation of the narrow effect, there is no sign of A°t or f° produc-
tion. I find this very peculiar since the diagram favored by the
experimental setup is:
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IT

P

A

B

IT

P

x°

where simply if

X° A exchange B exchange

A^ p ir

f° P P

D° P P

Since A. couples strongly to pir I do not see, at least based on this
simplistic discussion, why D° should be produced without A0.. [Note
that A° cannot be produced at the top vertex with A=IT and B=P due
to G parity.]

B. The E Meson

The main results on E systematics come from pp annihilations
at rest.(50) <fhe channel in which the body of the results come is

pp -> K°K n~ir~n plus K°K~TT TT~TI 600 events

The data are shown in Fig. 34c [top]. The evidence for the existence
of the E is from a comparison of the (KKTT) [dotted spectra in Fig.
34c] and (KKu) [solid curve in Fig. 34cJ~effective mass spectra.
The Q=2 spectrum [one comb./event] is used as the background to that
of Q=0 [two comb./event]. The difference is shown in Fig. 34d. The
authors claim that this spectrum is consistent with 100% E production
so that

pp -»• E°TT TT~ = (600 _ 6 ) events.
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Note however that

(KKir) - K°K+n+ or K°K~TT

(KKTT) - K ° K V or (KJK~TT+) [2 comb.]

so that the "background" Q«2 spectrum contains no "background" K K.
In principle, I feel that the background-subtraction technique is,
therefore, suspect so that the subsequent J analysis which favors
Jp=0~ for the E should be treated with more than the usual caution.

For completeness: there have been other claims for E -*• KKTT and
E -*• DTTTT at other pp momenta.

Problem; If E + R K [~ 50% as obtained in the analysis of pp
annihilations at rest], then it should be strongly produced in the
reactign K~p -> AE through K* exchange [see Fig. 34]; it is well known
that K strongly couples to production of other mesons such as u, p,
and * in hypercharge gxchange reactions.I**' Figure 34b [bottom] re-
presents the (K*K + K K) effective mass spectrum from K~p interactions
at 4.6 GeV/c.^51' The corresponding ri T V~ spectgum is shown in Fig.
34c. No significant evidence for the decay E •*• K K or E •* T\TIV is seen
with 2o upper limits of i> 5 yb for each mode.

(52}The F., (1540) was first observed by Aguilar-Benitez, et^ al.,
in the reaction

pp •*• K°(KO)TT+TT~ at. 700 MeV/c (a)

*_ _*
Their K K (K K) effective mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 35a in which a
strong 5-6a enhancement is found with the following properties:

Fx -> K K (K K) ^ 100%

P - + -
J favors 0 , 1 , 2 , etc.

= 1540 + 5 MeV

= 4 0 + 1 5 MeV
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(13)
Problem: At 1.2 GeV/c ': The effective mass spectrum fr.om

reaction (a) is shown in Fig. 35b with the same selections [i.e. K K
(K K)] as Aguiiar-Benitez, et^ ad.(52) Only [a rather optimistic] l-2a
signal, corresponding to Fi(1540) is observed. It should be noted that
the sensitivity at 1.2 GeV/c is 3 times that of the 700-MeV/c experi-
ment. On the other hand, evidence is presented for a neutral F, state
produced in the reaction pp -> (K-Kr^^Mm [see Fig. 35c] with

M = (1543 + 3) MeV

r = (16 + 10) MeV

whose values are compatible with the 700-MeV/c charged enhancement.
The effect seems to be 3-4CJ, but while being very suggestive it is
certainly not conclusive confirmation. One would have rather liked to
see the F.. in its originally claimed state. '54)

Search for F.. in Other Places

1. IM? -> P(KKTT) +

A^a) At 8 GeV/c: Aderholz, et^ al., ' report 3-4a evidence
for a K K enhancement [see Fig. 36a] with M = (1490 + 20) MeV and
r = (85 + 39) MeV. However,

(b) At 5.0 GeV/c: Toet, e t a l . / 5 6 ) [Fig. 36b-arrow] find no
statistically significant signal.

(c) At 5.4 GeV/c: Cooper, et al., * [Fig. 36c-arrow] find
no statistically significant signal.

2. K~p •> A(KKTT). At 4.6 GeV/c(51) [see Fig. 34b, bottom]:
' 5 pb 2o upper limit for Fj production. Note that as for E production
the K exchange diagram should strongly couple to F. production.

Summary of D, E, F.. Situation

1. I): KKTT decay mode: excellent
r)inr decay mode: good
jPC=i++ with assumptions
"Observation" in ir~p -»• ir~pD° is peculiar.
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2. E: Believe situation is uncertain, especially regarding
Jp assignment.
Need to observe with good statistics in clean final
states. Absolutely no reason why £ cannot be produced
in K~p ->• AE (K exchange) but there are no observations.

3. F,: Statistical significance at 700 MeV/c pp is beyond
reproach.
Non-observation at 1.2 GeV/c is peculiar.
As for E, should be produced in K~p •*• AF,, but no ob-
servations.

V. HIGH-MASS K*'S

A. Non-Charge-Exchange Channels and the Region Between 1.6 and 2.0 GeV:
the L Meson

Problem: The experimental situation is best described as being
confused. The problem centers about the M, T and branching ratios of
the so-called L meson. In particular, the question is whether or not
the KTTTT enhancement observed in reactions such as

K~p -»• (Kirir)—p

is uniquely a K(1420)ir threshold enhancement [i.e. the sister of the
2 S(fir) possibly non-resonant state].

The experimental situation is here summarized through a compila-
tion of most of the available data on L production(58-63):

1. M.r of the L; [See Fig. 37]

Comment: The quoted values for M(L) are all consistent. The
Berkeley experiment(^87 quotes a large width [T z 250-300 MeV, but no
fit]. The quoted widths of the other experiments are not consistent
with this value. In particular, the K~p experiments at 4.6,(60),
10.0(61> and 10.9-15.9(63^ GeV/c all quote widths about half as wide as
that of the 12.0-GeV/c experiment. As is clear, mass and width deter-
minations crucially depend on background parametrizations. Therefore,
the errors on r, in particular, are subject to systematic uncertainties
which could be much larger than the quoted statistical errors.
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2. Branching Ratios: Or is the L entirely a K(1420)TT threshold
effect? [See Fig. 38 for a compilation of the different experimental
techniques which try to answer this question.]

Commentg

a. K+p -+• K+TT+TT~P at 12 GeV/c^58': Figure 38 shows the
"K(1420)TT" [i.e. after a K(1420) mass slice]. A broad enhancement is
observed. The authors claim that the L signal [Fig. 37] is undiminished
by this cut [i.e. L -*• K(142O)tr is consistent with 100%]. Needless to
say such a statement relies heavily on background uncertainties, etc.
For instance, in the K(890)ir spectrum the authors claim noL + K(890)7r;
however, a background could be drawn in Fig. 38 which could produce a
sizable enhancement in the L region.

b. K+p -> K TT TT~P at 10 GeV/c : In an attempt to determine
the K(890), K(1420) and p content as a function of Kirir effective mass,
the authors have sliced the K+TT+TT- mass spectrum and have fitted the
corresponding Dalitz plots. The results are shown in Fig. 38 [note the
100-MeV bin size]. I have indicated [dotted line] the bins correspond-
ing to the L peak in the total KTTTT mass spectrum of Fig. 37. The
authors claim evidence for a significant increase in the amount of both
K(890)TT and K(1420)TT in the L region. It does appear that the observed
peak in the total Kirn mass spectrum is contributed to by many different
states and not entirely by K(1420)IK

c. K~p •*• K~ir~7r+p at 10 GeV/c^61^: A different tack: Try to
show that [L -»• K(1420)TT]/[L -»• Ririr] is not 100%. Figure 38 shows the
KTTTT effective mass spectrum for events not in the K(1420) •*• K~ir+ re-
gion [i.e. 1.32-1.52 GeV]. Clearly, an excess of events is apparent
in the L region. The number of L events in this mass distributions «
determined by a Breit-Wigner fit, is 166 + 31 compared to 321 + 60
events [see Fig. 37] in total. The tails of the K(1420) are not suf-
ficient to explain the difference between these numbers and that ex-
pected for a pure L -»• K(1420)T decay mode.

d. K~p -»• K~TT~TI+P at 4.6 GeV/c* ': Figure 38 shows the KIT
mass spectrum corresponding to a Knir slice covering the L enhancement.
Only a small amount of K(142O) is observed which is not sufficient to
account for all the L. The authors quote the branching ratio

(20 ± 20»
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e. K~d •* K~ir TT~d at 12.6 GeV/c^ 'i Figure 38 shows the K
and K1420

7r effective mass distributions. Even with the small statistics
it appears that the number of L events in the latter spectrum cannot
possibly account for the entire observed L peak in Fig. 37.

3. Summary of Properties of the L

Reaction

12 GeV/c

K p-*-(K7T7r) p

10 GeV/c

K p-»-(KTnr) p

4.6 GeV/c

K p->-(Ki"r) p

10 GeV/c

K p̂ -(K7T7r) p

12.6 GeV/c

K~d+(KTnr)~d

10.9-15.9
GeV/c

K p->-L p

M(quoted)

1780

1761+10

1745+20

1780+15

* 1740

1767+6

T (quoted)

250-300

91+12

100+50

138+40

= 130

100+26

Branching Ratio + other comments
(quoted)

L consistent with K(1420)ir, but
no numbers

L not all K(1420)TT

L not all K(1420)ir

L not all K(1420)ir
[Also, see PWA]

L not all K(1420)ir

No information

4. Best Bet on L

a. Certainly some K(1420)TT threshold effect.

b. Which cannot explain entire "L" enhancement.

Figure 39a,b shows the results of a PWA analysis of combined data at
10.0 and 16.0 GeV/c on the reaction K~p •> K~Tr+ir"p. '6*' Of interest is
the distribution of the difference between the total mass spectrum and
that corresponding to the intensity of the partial wave of the LME [i.e.
for the L -• K(1420)ir, the 2"S wave]. As observed in Fig. 39b, a
significant non-K(1420)n signal is present in the L region; the authors
claim that
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c. The L region Is very complicated with many partial waves
(not necessarily resonant) contributing.

5. Other Observations of the L

Firestone, et^ al_., have studied the reaction K d •*• K v IT d
at 12.0 GeV/c. They find the L enhancement, as shown in Fig. 40, is
produced only in the region of the dir+ low-mass enhancement (the d*)«

6. Other Enhancements (Decay Modes) in the L Region

a. Colley, et al., ' [10 GeV/c, K+p] have presented a claim
[Fig. 40] for a K p enhancement in the L region. Their results are
suggestive, but more data are needed for a stronger demonstration of
the K -p correlation.

b. Previously published claims for L ->• Ku are not verified.

B. High-Mass K 's: Natural Parity States Observed in Charge-Exchange
Channels

There have been three reports of structure in the KTT system in
the mass region above the K(1420). They have come from reactions of
the type KN -»• (KTT)N' where |AQ(N+N')| = 1 .

The Experiments:

1. 9.0 GeV/c [Purdue](65): K+n -• p + K*°

2. 12.0 GeV/c [Berkeley] (66): K+n -»• p + K*°

3. 7.3 GeV/c [BNL](67): K~p + n + K*°

TJjere are inconsistencies in the reported properties of the
claimed K states which are now summarized:

1. Purdue [Carmony, et al. 5 ' ] : K+n •+ p + X° at 9 GeV/c

a. X -»• K ir : The K ir~ effective mass spectrum [4581 events]
is shown In Fig. 41b. A broad structure is observed in the region be-
tween 1.6 <_ M(K+TT~) <_ 2.2 GeV; there is some indication of a narrow en-
hancement above background at M(KTT) <\. 1760 MeV.
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b. X° •+ K°TT ir~ [Note: K° - seen + unseen]: Figure 42a shows
the K°n+ir" effective mass spectra. A very significant enhancement is
observed at a M(K°IT+IT~) > 1760 MeV with some indication for additional
structure at M(K°TT+TT~) ^ 2100 MeV [2-4o],

The result of a simultaneous fit to the Kir and Kitir spectra
[assuming both enhancements are decay modes of the same object] gives:

(1) K(1760): M - (1769 + 12) MeV

^ r - (130 +50) MeV

(2) Extremely weak evidence for a state with M = 2115 +_ 45
MeV, r - 300 + 100 MeV decaying into both Kir and Kirir. I do not find
this claim to be statistically compelling.

2. Firestone, .et al. [Berkeley] have studied the same reactions,
but at 12.0 GeV/c.

a. X -»• K ir~: The K rr effective mass spectrum after a |t'|
< 0.2 GeV2 selection is shown in Fig. 41c. A big, broad ^ 400-MeV-wide
object is observed. There is no evidence for a narrow K(1760).

_ b. X -»• K ir IT : The K ir ir spectrum from the reaction K n •*•
K TT TT p is shown in Fig. 42d. No compelling signal at either 1760 or
2100 MeV is observed.

3. Aguilar-Benitez, et, al_. •[BNL] have studied the reaction K~p
-*• K~ir n at 7.3 GeV/c. If, as expected, IT exchange dominates the re-
action, then at the same energy the properties of K~p -»• K*n and K^n •+
K*°p should be similar.

a. X° -*• K~ir : The K~7r effective mass spectrum [5330 events]
is shown in Fig. 41a. Here, a narrow 4a enhancement is observed at
M(KTT) = 1760 MeV.

b. X -*• K TT v : The K ir IT spectrum as shown in Fig. 42c shows
little if any evidence for activity at either 1760 or 2100 MeV. ,
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Experiment

9.0 GeV/c
K+n

12.0 GeV/c
K n

7.3 GeV/c
iTp

KIT

Broad Enhancement
with possible
narrow peak at
1760 MeV

Broad enhancement
No narrow struc-
ture

Narrow structure
at 1760 MeV

Summary

Knn

2 Enhancements
1760: Good
2100: Poor-fair

[2-4a]

Nothing

Little evidence

Observations

Narrow Kirir Forces
Kir (2100). Total
f i t gives r(2100)
- 300 + 100 MeV (?)

Appears all peaks
have disappeared.

KTT(1760) is con-

sistent with 9.0
GeV/c K+n result;
Kinr not consistent.

Additional Remarks

1. A closer examination of the data of Carmony, et al.,
yields a seemingly gross inconsistency in the results supporting the
claimed K-rr-rr enhancements. This is apparent from an inspection of the
two insets of Fig. 42 . Here, the effective mass spectra from the re-
actions

and

K+n + K°wVp (a)

K+n -> K+Tt"ir°p (b)

are compared. Carmony, et £l., quote ^ 50% K ir and ^ 50% Kp branching
fractions for K(1760) which leads to the expectation of a ^ 120-event
K(1760) signal in reaction (b) [based on the number of events in reac-
tion (a)]. Such an effect is clearly not present which may necessitate
a re-evaluation of the significance of the claim for the K(1760) ->• KMT
decay mode in these data.

2. Some new observations in the reaction K~p •+ K~7r+n at 7.3
GeV/c: There have been suggestions (*>8) that a good place to look
for resonance states with weak production amplitudes is in their inter-
ference with the much stronger diffraction dissociation (D.D.) ampli-
tude, i.e.
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K K K K
*o

n
} D.D.

In order to look at the D.D.-Kir overlap region we select only those
events that have COS0H[KTT,K] > 0.0 [I.e. corresponding to low-mass ir+n],
and plot in Fig. 43 the resultant Kir effective mass spectrum. The
K(1760) signal is now a greater than 5a effect. In addition, an enhance-
ment is observed at 2060 MeV [3.5a]. It should be noted that there is
only little K(1760) and hardly any 2060 MeV signal in the Kir spectrum
for cos6H < 0.0. The results are preliminary, but the idea of pulling
out small resonant signals in interference with D.D. is, indeed, ex-
tremely attractive.

Conclusion:

1. K(1760) •> Kn seems established.

(65)
2. Claim for Kinr of Carmony, et al., needs re-examination

in light of discrepancy between K(1760) -»• K°ir+7r and K(1760) -> K+iriT0

branching fractions.

3. Some evidence for Kir state at M(K7r) ̂  2060 MeV in K~p -*•
K~ir+n at 7.3 GeV/c.

VI- SUMMARY OF RECENT DIVERSE RESULTS

A. Spin-Parity Analysis of B Meson

1. Chung, et_ jil.., 'have performed a partial-wave analysis of the
•n 'JJ system on Berkeley data from the reaction IT p -»• ir+u)p at 7.1 GeV/c.
The low-mass TT+U) system shows a large signal for production of the B
meson. The PWA, if only J < 2 states are considered, gives the results
shown in Fig. 44 implying the JP(B) = 1+ with |D/S| = 0.21+0.07.
However, a 2" wave interfering strongly with a 0~ and 1" background pro-
duces as good a fit but with p,, = 0.25 + 0.02.

2. Chaloupka(70) has analyzed (with the PWA of Ascoli, et al.) the
reaction ii~p ->• punr" for combined data at 4.0 + 5.0 + 7.5 GeV/c. Neg-
lecting states with J >_ 2, M >Z, and for two regions of momentum trans-
fer, he finds JP(B) = 1 + uniquely. The results are shown in Fig. 45
and give a |D/S| = 0.3 + 0.1.
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B. Spin-Parity Analysis of K(1420)

Aguilar-Benitez, et^ al_., have carried out a J analysis of
the K(1420) produced in the reaction K"p -»• K~(1420)p for combined data
at 3.9 and 4.6 GeV/c. The analysis was performed on a sample of non-
peripherally produced events [away from the IT-exchange region so that
S-D interference effects are minimized]. The authors assume that the
K(1420) does not interfere with the background and perform a simple
background subtraction on the Jackson cos© and <\> distributions. The
results of the fits with Jp • 1~, 2+, 3" hypotheses are quoted in Fig.
46. The assignment 1~ is ruled out; however, 2 + and 3" cannot be dis-
tinguished. If some dynamical assumptions are employed and if all
Pmm' with m, m' > 1 are set equal to zero, then the cosG distribution
is found not to be fitted by the 3~ hypothesis. Thus, 2 + is strongly
favored.

C. Possible New Enhancement in the A- Region

The partial-wave analysis of Antipov, e£ al., has revealed
a possible fft resonance in the 2 P-wave state. Their results are shown
in Fig. 47 in which a > 4a enhancement is observed. The phase varia-
tion, as shown in the figure, is not inconsistent with that expected
from a Breit-Wigner type resonance. The authors give a word of caution
in that the statistics are not very large and that higher partial waves,
if included, may mask the effect.

VII. ATTEMPT AT SUMMARY [Mostly Questions]

1. Need better understanding of LME.

2. Are we going to have filled A^ and B nonets? Are LME to be
included in them?

3. Will increased statistics yield higher mass states? Will
rarer types of decay modes be found [N in Fig. 1 filled?]?

4. There appears to be good evidence for 1~, 2 , 3~ TTTT and Kir
decay modes of resonance states. Will the trend continue [i.e. 4+,
~ ]

5. In particular:

a. More data on non-diftractive channels could prove fruitful:
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n p -*• A + X

K+p + A4* + X°

K~p •> A + X°

K"p •*• l+ + X"

K~p -» n + X°, etc.

b. More data in different places on 6 •*• ir~np» Es F, .

c. Need a 3~ <f> state. Is K(1760): 3"? Is u(1675): 3~? Only
g -»• TTTT is well established J^ • 3" object.

GRAND CONCLUSION

Clearly, we need high statistics in experiments which have 4TT
geometry and which are able to explore even the most rare topologies
[e.g. KKir].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Grid representing decay modes of well-known resonances. States
underlined will be reviewed in the present talk.

2. Comparison of da/dt [X~p] at 6.0 GeV/c.

3. Comparison of da/dt [(3ir)-p] at 16.0 GeV/c.

4. Comparison of da/dt [(Q -Q )p] from 4.0-12.0 GeV/c.

5. a. Comparison of K~p -*• K~p; ->• Q~p.

b. Comparison of K p + Q p with K p •* Q p [or K n -*• Q n].

6. TOP: Results of PWA in the A. Region by Antipov, ̂ it al.

BOTTOM: Corresponding results in the A- Region.

7. Results of the PWA in the A, region by Thompson, et al.

8. Phase between 1 Sfpir] and O~S[ETT] in the A. region at 13.0 GeV/c.

Compilation (
(Firestone).

9. Compilation of the (KTTTT) spectrum from the reaction K p -> (Kinr) p

10. TOP: Slope of da/dt as a function of (Kuir) mass for the reactionp / ()

(K7nr)+p for a variety of incident IC" momenta.

BOTTOM: Results of tha Kinr Dalitz plot fit of Bingham, et^ al_.

11. TOP: a vs. p^ n c for various (Kirir) intervals from the reaction
K + p -»• K+TT+TT~p.

BOTTOM: Comparison of the shape of the Q produced in association
with proton [dashed] or deuteron [solid].

12. PWA results for the A, produced in the reaction w p -»• (innr) p at
40 GeV/c.

13. PWA results for the A_ region from the reaction ir p ->• (TTTTTT) p at
13.0 GeV/c.

14. Relative phase between 2 S(fir) [A,] and background waves at 13.0
GeV/c.

15. Compilation of data on LME.
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16. Complications to a fundamental interpretation for LME:

TOP: Traveling (KITTT) peaks for (Kv) slices which are not neces-
sarily in the resonance region.

BOTTOM: Comparison of p i and p ir effective mass spectrum by
Cohen, et_ al.

17. Search for "A^1 in the reaction K~N •*• A(3TT).

18. Refit of the P°TT~ spectrum from the reaction K~n -»• Ap°ir~ at 3.9
GeV/c.

19. Claim for a 3CT narrow "A.." signal in pp interactions; comparison of
partial wave content with the results of Antipov, e£ al.

20. a-c. Compilation of data on neutral K ir production from charge
exchange reactions.

21. Evidence for the existence of K(1300) produced in the reaction
ir"p -> AKTTTT a t 4 . 5 and 6 .0 GeV/c.

22. LEFT: Evidence for the existence of the C meson [pp at rest].

RIGHT: Evidence for no signal for C-meson production [pp at 700
and 1200 MeV/c].

23. Evidence for a possible anisotropy in the decay angular distribu-
tion of the n1 produced in the reaction K~p -•An1 at 2.18 GeV/c.

24. ITIT Moments.

25. 1=0, s-wave phase shift and inelasticity as determined by Protopo-
pescu, j£jil. (left), and Hyams, e£ ad, (right).

26. Evidence for rapid rise in M(KK) near the K K threshold, from the
reaction ir~p -> K"K n at 5.5 GeV/c (left) and 9.8 GeV/c (right).

27. Evidence for direct production of the S in the reaction n~p •*• inrn
at threshold.

28. Compilation of results claiming evidence for the existence of the
6(980) meson,

29. Evidence for the existence of the M(953) meson.
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30. TOP: Claim for additional states in the 950-MeV region by Cheshire,

li a^.

BOTTOM: M° spectrum of Binnie, et̂  al., from the reaction ir p -*• M n
at threshold.

31. Results of Binnie, et al., at 2.0 GeV/c which do not support the
claims of Cheshire, est̂  «il., for narrow resonance production.

32. Results on the D meson.

33. X° spectrum at 13.4 GeV/c which shows evidence for a narrow effect
at the mass of the D.

34. TOP: Best evidence for the existence of the E meson.

BOTTOM: No evidence for E production in either KKTT or nTir final
states in the reaction K~p + A + X° at 4.6 GeV/c.

35. Evidence for F, existence.

+ — +
36. Compilation of data on reaction ir p •+ (KKTT) p.

37. Compilation of data on the mass and width of the L meson.

38. Compilation of data on the decay modes of the L meson.

39. PWA results on the (Kirir)" system.

*+
40. TOP: Observation of L meson in interference with the d

BOTTOM: Evidence for K p decay mode of the L.

41. Compilation of KTT spectra from charge-exchange reactions.

42. Compilation of KTTTT spectra from charge-exchange reactions.

Preliminary rei
BNL K~p data].

43. Preliminary results on K tr spectrum in D.D. region [7.3-GeV/c

44. Results of PWA analysis of n u system [Chung, et al.].

45. Results of PWA analysis of n u system [Chaloupka].

46. Results of JP analysis of the K(1420).

47. Possible evidence for a 2 P[fTr] resonance.
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Table 1
Cross section (do/dr'),'«r and slope parameter A. for the reactions #*p-» (»*»*«" )p

Mass (GeV) ,4 (GeV"2) d<r mb A (GeV2)

All
0.6 - 1 . 0
1.0 -1 .12
1.12 - 1.28
1.28 - 1.40
1.40 - 3.00

4.91 0.4
1.0 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.1
0.5710.06
1.3 ± 0.2

9.1 ± 0.3
14.6 ± 1.8
11.5 ±0.8
9.8 ± 0.7
7.1 i 0.S
7.2 ± 0.7

3.7 ±0.3
0.58 ± 0.05
0.8 ±0.1
1.0 ±0.1
0.40 ± 0.06
1.0 ±0.1

7.2 ± 0.3
11.3 ±0.5
9.6 ± 0.7
7.6 ± 0.6
5.0 ±0.6
5.7 ± 0.3

Fig. 2. Four-momentum transfer distribution da/dr' for the
reactions *ip -• ( f ' / O p in the pioa-diuociation sector at

l«G«V/c.

Fig. 3



TableS
Slopes of Q° and 0 ° differential crou sections as a function of K £ * «~ mass.

(GeV)

1.0 - 1.2

1.2-1.3
1.3 - 1.4
1.4 - 1.5
IS - 1.75

(GeV""2)

8.7 ± 1.1

6.6 ± 1.1

5.5 ± 1.1

3.3 ± 1.0

2.9 ± 1.0

(GeV)-2

13.8 ± 1.7

11.6 ±1.4

8.9 ±1.1

6.4 ±1.1

5.4 ± 1.0

a) Event* are selected in the momentum interval 4 to 12 GeV/c and in the momentum transfer
interval 0.02 <\t- r ^ l < 0.5 GeV.

f-—f

1.2 1.4 1.6
M«V) GeV

1.8

Fig. 10. Exponential slope parameter, B, averaged over the interval 4 < ' B E A M < 1 2 GeV/c and
plotted versus the mass of the K (S90)*w~ (squares) and the mass of the K*(890)~w* (circles).

oot

Rf. «. Differentuu cron sections for K°p - Q°p (squares) and K°p - Q°p (circles) over the mo-
mentum r.ngc 4 to 12 GeV/c. The scale of the ordinate is determined for neutral Q-mesons decay
"g into Ksir « . The curves result from the following •xponentia! fitedo/df' <Q°p)« 0.83

X exp (5.9O mb/GeV2. da/d»' (<5°p) - 1.36 exp (9.7 /') mb/GeV^

F i g . 4
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To u

Fi(. Ic. Inttnsitinof dtfToetit partial warn and Interference pham In the A • region for the
reaction «"p - «-«-»*p: J5 GeV/c and 40GeV/c combined.
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Fi». 4. (a) Inteniily of the 2*D ware at 40 GeV/c ttmu 3* man. (b) Interference phase of the
2+D wave with the 1* warn rtnui in mm.
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A+* removed
2477 events (total)

FIG. 2. KMH invariant-mass distribution of Reaction
(1) for various intervals of K* invariant mass. The Kn
mass intervals (in GeV) chosen are (from left to right):
0.97 to 1.15, 1.15 to 1.33, 1.33 to 1.51, 1.51 to 1.69,
and 1.69 to 1.87.
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FIG. 3. Invariant mass distributions for those P"
event* fitted by the model described In the text. See
text for complete details concerning all selections
made, (a) Reaction (1); (b) Reaction (2); the Insets
differ from the main figures only In the pit mass cutoffs
employed. There arc 10.7 events/Mb In (b).
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curve. Mass resolution in the "Af" region is shown in
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events in the £(I385)~ region removed. The curve
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FIG. 13. The t*7"v~ mass plots In 40-Me%'/c1 bins
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FIG. 67. ****** effective-mass distribution from
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FIG. 40. (K») and QCint) mass spectra for eenter-of-
mass production angle cos9*=p- AaO.5 at4.5GeV/c.
Curve on Ml/i't') represents fit described in text; dashed
tine shows linear background. For the AJ[*i"f° final
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the A K V r final state. £0385)* U defined by 1.33
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FIG. 41. (Ki) and I/Cn) m a n spectra at 6.0 GeV/c.
I (1385) js defined by 1.34 <.V(Ar) < 1.43 GeV/c.

FIG. 45. »"»•, iC*»", and /C*»° mass squared pro-
jections for various (JCrr)0 masses from the reaction
» > - A K ' i V at 4.5 GeV/c (10385)' removed and
cos* • = 0.51. (K TIT)1 mass limits are (a) 1.12-1.24,
(b) 1.24-1.36, (c) 1.36-1.48, and (d) 1.48-1.60, all in
<: V. Central values of the p and K *(890) are Indicated
by arrows. Solid curves represent fit to the Dalitz plot.
Dashed curves represent background In each mass spec-
trum from phase space and reflections of other resonances.
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(d) : pp - K.°K±i/tTr0 charged (KffV) combination

The curves represent the phase-space distribution.
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Table 1

Polar-equatorial ratios (P/E) aa a function of the cm. production

cosine, cos« • (K • n') for the reaction K~p •+ An*(958). ft . K is the co-

sine of the polar angle of the normal to the * *"*n(548) decay plane relative

to the incident K beam in the n* rest frame; y- K is that of the y in the

n1 -»• P°Y decay. A background subtraction has been performed for the n1 • P Y

decays. The background region is 900-930 and 990-1020 MeV respectively and the
M M M M

n' region is 930-990 MeV. P - number of events with |n • K| (or \y ' K|) > 0.5;
* M A M *

E -number of events with |n • KJ (or |Y • *J) <• 0.5V .The .-columns labeled. B.NL-

Mlchlgan and VO, are for, BNL-Michigan, data at 2..18 GeV/c. and the LBL datjA for

2.1, 2.47 and 2.63 GeV/c respectively.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

6 <

8 <

9 <

9 <

98<

6 <

6 <

9 <

98<

cose

cose

cosO

cos6

cosO

cosQ

cos©

cos©

cos9

< 0.

< 0.

< 1.

< 0.

< 1.

< .

< .

< 1.

8

9

0

98

98

98

0

0

P/E (n -

BNL-Michigan

0.93 + 0.

0.88 + 0.

0.79 + 0.

0.87 + 0.

1 0.54 + 0.

0.89 + 0.

14 1.

12 0.

09 0.

11 0.

07 0.

BNL-Michigan

499/554 - 0.90 + 0

251/292 - 0.86 + 0

48/65 -0.74+0

K)

LBL

04 +

80 +

97 +

93 +

14 +

92 +

+ LBI

.06

.07

.14

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

.20

.15

.13a

.14

.33

.09

P/E <* ' ̂ Subtracted

BNL-Michigan LBL

1.00 + 0.43 0

1.29 + 0.63 1

0.66 + 0.21 1

0.78 + 0.27 1

TTK35 + 0.31 j 1.

0.97 + 0.23 1.

BNL-Michigan

(190+24)/(187+22) •

(97+15)/(115+15) •

(21+7)/(32+7)

.76

.33

17

17

2

12

+ 0.46

+ 0.60

+ 0.31b

+ 0.39 !

+ 0.5 |

+ 0.24

+ LBL

• 1,02 + 0.18

• 0.84 + 0.17

0.66 + 0.271

a. LBL 2.1 GeV/c data only 0.69 + 0.17.

b. LBL 2.1 GeV/c data only 0.60 + 0.32.
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FIG. 45. 7r+;r"y effective-mass spectrum for events
that fitted the reaction K~p—K~pir*ir~y. The shaded area
is the same mass spectrum but for events with ir+ir~ effec-
tive mass in the p* region.
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FIG. 47. T*JT" effective-mass spectrum for events in
the M region. The dotted curve represents the *•*" mass
spectrum for the adjacent background region.
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FIG. 1. Effective rraas distributions for the c
and neutral XA combinations. To illustrate tra-
ence in otiucture, eventa with MUCK)* l . i BeV an-
Bhaxn ••puratel/ in Uw abided area*.

8

(b)

10 13 16
M (S7r)nGeV

7?
TtoMcf

M (4 : in StV

F%. S. Distribution of q° «* masses rrom fig. 6 calculated as in flg. 7. (a) Total i)° **. Back-
ground curve as in fig. 7. Solid curve includes «* production, (b) ti° ** conuined in (Sir)? in
D° band (1.255 - 1.315 GvV). (c) q° ** conuintd in « . ) ° in E° band (1.365 - l.42SGeV).

Flg. 7. Distributions of t|° <r* m~ masses from fig. 6 made by counting the number of n° above
ktckfround for each |5>)° division, (a) Total r>° m* •". (b) Events with D° - 6 » removed.

Background curve is from u 4 » phase space, •omulind to ike total number of events.
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r.i;. 5. (K°K°*)S effective moss squared distribution for the reaction: pp~"
•K?(K°)wV" with the following aelection criteria: if the four particles of the final
•jtc are labelled: K°K0*+»~; a b c d an event is antlselected If: 0.84< M(a c> and
•;H> d}< 0.94 GeV or if 0.84«- Af(a d) and Af(b c) v 0.94 GeV. This antiselection is tn-
. .:>lcd to remove the channel pp— K'+K*". In addition, a combination (a b c) is
: .tied if and only if: 0.84«. M(a c) of Af(b c) v 0.94 GeV and the same condition is ap-
!:cd for the combination (a b d): this selection is intended to select the K'K(K'K).
.a- full line corresponds to the best fit. with F t meson, JP'Z~; the dotted line cor-

reapoods to no F^ meson.

M«V/c*

Fig.l.Jp—K°K°»*i~. <K*K)* effective ma»« «p«ctrum «£-
for K*K* events excluded. K*: MO * « K # * * M MaV/c2.
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•pectrum. b)'(K'K)O effective mats spectrum.
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FIG. 67. (a), (b) Subtracted Jackson and Treiman-Yang
decay angular distributions of the K (1420)* in the mo-
mentum-transfer region 0.5 s \t' | s 2.0 GeV2. (c), (d)
Same as (a)a(b) but the curves correspond to a simplified
assumption on the production mechanism (only exchanged
particles with J* l *re allowed).

TABLE XXXII. Density-matrix elements of the #(1420)" produced in the reaction K~p —(A'-)~p.

Density-matrix elements
Confidence levels %

cosb 0

Pl-1!

Pit'

0.58 ±0.03
' 0.21 ±0.03

0.30 ±0.06
O.OG*0.06 (0.10±0.03)
0.44 ±0.04 (0.45±0.03)
0.0310.04 (0.00)
0.30±0.06 (0.30±0.06)

-0.17±0.07 (0.00)
-0.01 ±0.04 (0.00)

Pi-i

PJ-J

= 0.04*0.08
= 0.20 ±0.05
= 0.35 ±0.05
= -0.07 ±0.04
• 0.29 ±0.06
' 0.00 ±0.11
= 0.00±0.03
= -0.17±0.08
• 0.00 ±0.04
= -0.05 ±0.06

(0^8 ±0.04)
(0_16±0.04)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.30 ±0X6)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(OJDO)

(0M»
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